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Introduction

An international branch campus is an “off-shore operation of a higher education institution which is operated by the institution or through a joint-venture in which the institution is a partner and is in the name of the foreign institution” (Verbik 2007). Branch campuses in China, recently, have become a heated topic, not only because China is one of the most important receiving countries and holds more than 40 branch campuses (Cross-Border Education Research Team 2017), but also because some studies or news are concerning about the academic freedom or autonomy at those institutions (Altbach 2013; Redden 2019).

One important feature of branch campuses in China is that they are mandated by China government to collaborate with local institutions (Huang 2008). Scholars have agreed that the organizational structures and relationships between partners contribute to the sustainability or academic freedom of branch campuses (Altbach 2013; Borgos 2016; Franklin and Alzouebi 2014). The relationship between the home campuses and local partners (local universities or government), therefore, appears as an important issue.

This research studies three Sino-US branch campuses: New York University (NYU)-Shanghai, Duke-Kunshan University (DKU), and Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU). NYU-Shanghai cooperates with East China Normal University and the Shanghai government. DKU works with Wuhan University and the Kushan local government. WKU collaborates with Wenzhou University but also gets supports from the Chinese Central government. The three branch campuses were established after 2012 when the Ministry of Education of China published new policies to standardize international cooperation, so they could reflect the current trends and policies. In this research, I am examining the governing boards and senior leaderships of these universities to study the authorities and roles of different partners and how the universities balance the power of home campuses and local partners.

The primary method I am using is qualitative document analysis (Bowen 2009), which is popular in organization or higher education analysis (Al Khafaji 2018; Hou et al. 2018; O'Donnell 2016; Owen 2014). The main sources of my data are official websites and faculty handbooks, from which I will acquire the basic design of the boards or senior leaderships, the responsibilities of different positions, and the background of the leaders. I also am using complementary resources like government policies, news reports and interviews for more information or evaluation from relevant people, such as the president of NYU Shanghai, the chancellor of DKU, and the Minister of Education of China.

Bacharach and Lawler’s (1980) modes are applied to identify the power holders and based on the results, I will first describe the structures, such as the design of positions, to see how they reflect the cooperation or balance of power between home and local institutions. Then I will analyze the appointment of the power holders to see if they represent American home universities or Chinese partners. Next, I will compare these three institutions in order to find and explain the common features and differences. Finally, I will conclude and evaluate the campuses’ strategies to balance the powers and meet to local requirements.
Currently, I already completed analyzing DKU and am now working on analyzing NYU-Shanghai and WKU. Two distinctive facts could be found from DKU: first, the local government plays an important role in its senior leadership and the board of trustees. Second, DKU highlights its relationship with government so it has a vice chancellor of government relations. The development plan of Kunshan local government may contribute to these features. Additionally, both DKU and NYU-Shanghai keep a balanced proportion of Chinese and American leaders in their senior leaderships and overseeing boards, while WKU has only two leaders appointed by Kean University and five senior leaders of Chinese background. The reasons and effects of these different types of leadership will be a part of this research.

Although international campus in China has received attention and several scholars examined governance of these institutions (Helms 2008) or strategy (Shams and Huisman 2012), few researches focus on the power balance of various partners. This research, therefore, could provide fresh data and conclusion for the research of international higher education. The main takeaway will include a description and evaluation of different strategies to balance the powers of home campuses and local partners, which could be helpful to understand how host countries’ policies could affect foreign institutions’ organization and what structures could be adopted to facilitate the development of international campus. It also helps both host and home countries to rethink then develop their strategies. The results, enhancing the transparency of higher education, could even be used by students choose the institution to attend.
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